CSR ACTIVITY FOR KERELA FLOOD RELIEF

A small contribution to save God’s own country KERALA was made by the
students and the staffs from D Y Patil Institute of Management , Ambi for saving
the people from the very uncertain event which busted out in the most eternal
and serene place of our country, Kerala. People from all around the country came
forward with a helping hand to relief the people stucked out there in the flood
and landslides and the same way the youth crowd of our campus also initiated to
make an involvement in different form for saving the life of the people.
According to the report, Most of Kerala was marooned between 8th August and
20th August. Around 260 people have been killed and over 1.5 million were
driven out of their homes. So by joining our hands we stood for Kerala, It was a
great way of serving the humanity which is equivalent to serving God. By
contributing for our people and making a donation under the chief Minister’s
scheme made a remarkable bond of unity all over the country.
Different items like clothes, pharmaceutical products, food items, sanitary pads,
items and products for kids were being collected from all the departments and
colleges of our campus by our students and send it to the people who are going
through different tragic moments in their life. We are even honored to jote down
the things which our students did by staying in the relief camp for few days and
serving out people in all the possible ways in the very impossible situations. This
shows the unity of our nation among the young generations of today who are
going to be the future of tomorrow.
The team of DYPIM was privileged to serve our people as a greatest opportunity
and promises to always stand by the side whenever any disasters or uncertainty
arrives in any part of the country.

